Hell!
by Harth — Winter, MW
We’re in a bad mood, and we don’t feel like
giving you any 22 across, so you won’t find any in
the subsidiary indications.
16 down is NI2 (but here in a familiar usage);
13 across is NI3.
Across
1 Only a match (4)
5 Idle site to be developed (6)
12 In quiet celestial object, sulfur has
vanished (7)
13 No ends, per se, to hedge and ditch
fences (5)
14 Thames flowing around open houses (7, two
words)
15 Without the power to enforce, shtetls can be
disrupted (9)
17 In any man, losing energy is an
aberration (7)
19 Agent upset cart (5)
21 To acquaint, in France, they laugh (6)
22 See instructions (13, three words)
25 Lots of people start relaxing after Thursday.
No good! (6)
30 Expresses disapproval from heights (5)
31 Train derailed here (7)
32 A-1, prize boat overturned (9, two words)
33 Certainly, neutron reversal is
troublesome (7)
36 Rain turned water wheel (5)
37 New toy is like a lump (7)
38 “Sacré leader” has a combination of two
languages (6)
39 Remove insect’s tail with ice (4)
Down
2 Tea lovers never gag, at first (6)
3 Displace university publicity on shirt (6)
4 Suit up, alternately, in jacket (3)
5 Lawrence in Los Angeles: “Time is no
longer at the cutting edge” (6, two words)
6 Demand near overthrow (3)
7 Frank: “Damn PE stunk!” (9)
8 Man of God cries hysterically over the end
of it (8)

9 Downgrades rejected in closet meddling (7)
10
The editor’s home is back in strange
residence (6)
11 Classify shooting stars (6)
12 School group quiet in agricultural
compound (6)
16 Pre-dye process — it gets the red out (7)
18 He slung rocks at Iroquois dwelling (9)
20 Obscure chemical on integrated circuit (8)
23 Food supplier’s Greek — the French out of
celery (7)
24 Riotous room in filthy place (6)
25 Nurse in the seat of power (6)
26 Consort of Hitler (Braun) neutralized
Bavarian heads (6)
27 Man of God (reformed Red) walked (6)
28 Nom de plume from regular source (6)
29 Nothing about the railroad is decorated
metal (6)
34 Two sizes of note (3)
35 A loud boor (3)

